ECOMOTORS

Almost every type of technology has been greatly changed
by innovation, almost to the
point of being unrecognizable
when compared to its earlier
incarnation.
Philo Farnsworth might not

recognize a flat-screen HD
monitor. Alexander Graham
Bell would be amazed by
today’s smartphones.
If George Eastman were
shown a new digital camera,
he probably wouldn’t know

how to operate it.
Would Thomas Edison even
comprehend the notion of an
MP3 player, or downloading
digital music?
But there’s one innovation

that looks surprisingly
similar to its original form
– the internal combustion
engine.

It’s true that the internal combustion engine has come a
long way since the early 20th century. Power output has
increased drastically. Fuel efficiency is far improved.
Emissions are much lower.

By almost every measure, the gasoline- and Dieselpowered four-stroke piston internal combustion engines
that power more than 95 percent of all cars and trucks
are vastly superior to their ancestors – even though the
underlying technology is mostly unchanged.

Even the most optimistic
market-penetration forecasts
for plug-in electric and fuelcell vehicles are challenging.
Plus, price points for these
vehicles are still high in
comparison to traditional

vehicle choices, and the range
of plug-in electrics is another
factor that limits appeal.

of vehicle sales volume in the
United States by the year
2025.

These alternatives to the
internal combustion engine
are expected to account for no
more than 20 to 25 percent

A further evolution of the
internal combustion engine
can help bridge this gap, and
reduce fossil fuel consump-

tion until electric vehicles are
viable in the marketplace.

Aside from its emissions,
the traditional piston engine
is a reliable, affordable and
reasonably efficient means of
propulsion.
But there are imperfections
that we’ve come to accept:
Each piston produces power
only once every four strokes.
Power-wise, the other three
piston strokes are “wasted”

for fuel/air intake, fuel/air
compression, and exhaust
gas scavenging. The result
is unavoidable friction and
a reduction in the net power
output of the engine.
There has yet to be an engine configuration that can
solve these problems and still
provide the performance that
drivers demand. There are a

few reasons for this: The need
for a dedicated combustion
chamber atop each piston
leads to the necessity of a cylinder head, and an associated
valve train that manages
fuel/air delivery and exhaustgas removal.
As a result, while the Model
T’s camshaft is near the bottom of the engine block and

the Focus’ camshafts are over
the cylinder head, the basic
componentry of the camshafts
– and the intake and exhaust
valves they actuate – are very
similar.
Overcoming these hurdles,
and increasing efficiency and
power will require a new
engineering approach.

Professor Peter Hofbauer,
as chief powertrain engineer
at Volkswagen in the 1970s,
guided a company best known
for flat-four “boxer” gasoline
engines into a future of small,
efficient inline Diesel engines.
His basic idea was the essence of simplicity and
mechanical elegance: an
opposed-piston, opposed-cylinder (OPOC) 2-stroke engine that utilized no cylinder
head, no camshafts, no valve
train, and no stand-alone
combustion chambers.
As Hofbauer put it, “In a conventional engine the pistons
and connecting rods fight
with the crankshaft; in the
OPOC they dance
together.”

An OPOC engine weighs
far less and is much more
compact than a conventional
engine, and it has about half
as many components.

This engine configuration is
the basis for the EcoMotors
paradigm – an alternative to
today’s traditional internal
combustion engine.

Amazingly, an OPOC engine
produces power twice as often
– every other stroke, rather
than every fourth stroke. The
result is a far greater power

output than a traditional
engine of comparable size.
Adding to the design’s elegance is the arrangement
and movement of its pistons,
which result in perfectly balanced operation; the outboard
pistons move under constant
tension, and the inboard ones
under constant compression.
The net effect is an engine in

which the forces acting on the
crankshaft constantly cancel
each other out.
Most importantly, the OPOC
engine provides remarkable
fuel economy, thanks to its inherently efficient two-stroke
design, and because eliminating so many moving parts
significantly reduces internal
friction.

The OPOC engine frees manufacturers to create vehicles
with more room for people
and cargo within the same
overall footprint.
Its low profile and smaller
size mean that a designer

can rethink the “packaging”
of the engine in the vehicle,
with potentially dramatic
results.
The cooling system for a car
with an OPOC engine can be
significantly smaller than a

conventional engine.
Also, OPOC’s light weight –
about half of a conventional
engine’s – means that chassis
components such as springs
and shock absorbers can be
smaller and lighter.

And a car that achieves
greater fuel efficiency goes
farther on each gallon of fuel,
meaning that the fuel tank
doesn’t have to be as big.

EcoMotors has forged a joint
development agreement with
a company called Navistar,
which will ready the OPOC
engine for its medium and
heavy truck models.
The International TerraStar

truck will most likely become
the first drivable OPOC demo
vehicle in early 2012.
This technology is real. It’s
available. It’s something that
can be implemented in the
immediate future.
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powered by OPOC.
Next year, each participating

student will be assigned to
design one of three types of
vehicle:
• A mid-sized family sedan
• A half-ton pickup truck
• An all-new vehicle concept
for developing markets
The entries will be judged

on such criteria as creativity,
innovative packaging of the
powertrain, overall aesthetic
qualities, and societal relevance. The top entries will
be unveiled and showcased at
the 2012 Los Angeles International Auto Show in November.

For more information about
EcoMotors, visit:
www.ecomotors.com

